HAVENCREST CT. CULVERT REPLACEMENT
PROJECT NO. 2016-005
BID NO. 2380

ADDENDUM 1

September 27, 2018

1. Pre-Bid Meeting:
   - A non-mandatory Pre-Bid Meeting will be held at **10:00 AM, October 5, 2018** at the Alfred M. Brown Operations Center, 635 Alfred Brown Jr Court SW, Concord, NC, conference room “C”. Prime Bidders wishing to submit bids are encouraged to attend the Pre-Bid Meeting.

2. Storm Pipe Class Change:
   - Sheet 8 of the Plans indicates all proposed storm sewer pipe as Class II RCP; change all proposed storm pipe to Class III RCP. Line Items #37 and #38 in the Bid Form shall be priced as RCP Storm Pipe (Class III).

End of Addendum 1